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Erin Thorp is an empathic speaker, writer
and coach for leaders who struggle with
conflict, communication, and performance
during high-stress times.

From Systematic and Stoic to Flexible and Empathic
Having spent 20 years in the masculine-dominated engineering and
construction industries leading teams and delivering projects, Erin had
taken notice that her colleagues were highly skilled and cared deeply
about their work, but most were incapable of fully holding their own
emotion and therefore unable to hold the emotions of others.

"Working with Erin is like finally having
someone whom you can REALLY talk to you
about what’s actually happening inside your
team."
Morgan Gist MacDonald
Owner/CEO at Paper Raven Books

After being told time and time again she was “too emotional,” and to “pull
herself together,” she realized there was a big gap in what was being
taught to technical leaders. She knew that skills often categorized as
“soft” — connection, empathy, vulnerability — are actually the most
difficult to learn but are key to creating leaders who make an impact in
their personal lives, their company’s, and the world. At the beginning of
the pandemic, Erin did even more-self reflecting and observed the way
leaders were treating their employees. Whether they were large
corporations or entrepreneurs, she noticed the same patterns, and
ultimately decided to take the matter into her own hands. Erin is now
running her leadership business full-time.

Speaking

As an international keynote speaker and facilitator,
Erin's experience and knowledge on embracing our
emotions, connecting with empathy, and deeply engaging
the people we lead instantly increases morale and
productivity. She understands that no two teams are alike
and customizes her keynotes, workshops and events to
meet the specific needs of each group she engages with.

With the new landscape the pandemic has brought on, Erin
is well-versed in providing appealing presentations and
breakout activities through a variety of virtual event
platforms, as well as in intimate in-person settings.

Recent Speaking Gigs

"Erin’s passion for Empathy and Leadership
was infectious, and that, combined with her
authenticity made her message relatable,
relevant and impactful."
Trisha Gibson
SVP, Strategy & Business Development
AltaGas Ltd.

CCWESTT Conference (Edmonton)
4H Canada - Alberta Leadership Conference (Edmonton)
University of Calgary Engineering Leadership Conference
(Calgary)
WomenIN Network (Calgary)
Women Building Futures Conference (Calgary)
Schneider Electric (Calgary, Toronto & Montreal)
AltaGas (Calgary)

Highlights

As a regular media contributor, Erin frequently shares her expertise
through op-eds, local news appearances, podcast interviews, online
Q&A's, and more.

Writing

In 2017, Erin released her first book Inside Out Empathy.
To this day, leadership teams and entrepreneurs turn to Erin's deeply personal leadership account to gain
confidence, dive into their strengths, reframe gaps, and begin a leadership transformation from the inside
out.
With Inside Out Empathy, readers discover how to:
Move from “do-er” to “lead-er.”
Become flexible and strong — open and focused.
Care about results and relationships
Talk the talk & walk the walk
Fail forward — use mistakes as fuel for growth
Communicate! {There’s no such thing as over-communication}

Erin is currently penning her next nonfiction title, as well as two fiction
works.

Digital Impact

Social Media Following
916 Followers (Oct 2021)

1538 Followers

Website Traffic
20% USA
6% Europe
4% Asia

321 Followers

70% Canada

Opportunities

Let's talk!

Erin is available for the
following opportunities:
Speaking gigs
Guest posting
Interviews

Get In Touch
For rates and bookings,
please contact:
Charlotte Silverstein
Lena Rose PR
charlotte@lenarosepr.com

